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National governments in almost all developing countries have begun to decentralize policies and decision making related to development, public services, and the environment. Existing research on the subject has enhanced our understanding of the effects of decentralization and thereby has been an effective instrument in the advocacy of decentralization. But most analyses, especially where environmental resources are concerned, have been less attentive to the political coalitions that prompt decentralization and the role of property rights in facilitating the implementation of decentralized decision making. By comparing decentralization in four cases in South Asia—Forest Councils in Kumaon in India, Joint Forest Management in India, the Parks and People Program in Nepal’s Terai, and Community Forestry legislation in Nepal—this article provides answers to two questions: When do governments decentralize environmental decision making? and Which types of property rights must be devolved if decentralized decision making is to be effective?

Decentralization has emerged as a major strategy for many nation-states to achieve development goals, provide public services, and undertake environmental conservation. Political leaders and bureaucrats, international donors, and in many places local residents and their leaders have begun to see decentralization as a means to gain political-economic and policy objectives. According to a recent report from the World Bank, “Of seventy-five developing and transitional countries with populations greater than five million, all but twelve claim to be
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embarked on some form of transfer of political power to local units of governments.” Indeed, decentralization has periodically been an important objective of state policy.

This article focuses on decentralization of central state control over natural resources, especially forests. The subject is important for at least three reasons. The lives of millions of households are affected by how governments manage forests and admit local claims. Furthermore, the factors that lead to durable decentralization of forests may be relevant in other arenas where decentralization is occurring. And finally, decentralized decision making can be seen as an inherently important concern of democratic life.

Current studies of decentralization, however, suffer from two significant lacunae, especially where natural resources are concerned. They are relatively inattentive to the political question of why states attempt decentralization, and they do not pay sufficient attention to the nature of property rights that states devolve to local actors. Much scholarship on decentralization of natural resources asserts the superiority of decentralized solutions versus centralized solutions on grounds of efficiency, equity, or sustainability. But such advocacy can only show why decentralization should be pursued, not why political actors choose to pursue it. It remains relatively unclear why central government actors, known for their pursuit of power, should initiate actions to take power away from themselves. Inattention to the nature of property rights that central states devolve means that we do not well understand the relationship of property rights to political authority, or even which forms of authority are necessary for successful decentralization. As a result, we often cannot be sure if a government’s claims that it is pursuing thoroughgoing decentralization can be taken at their face value.

In the ensuing discussion, we first focus on the politics of decentralization to identify the actors most likely to initiate decentralization activities. To address our second concern, we draw from the literature on property rights and propose that the extent of decentralization can be assessed by examining the rights and capacities that are transferred to actors at lower levels of political organization. Powers and rights that are devolved to lower levels have important effects on resource management-related outcomes. Our approach leads to a more precise framework to understand the nature of decentralization and its impact.
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Comparison of the processes and outcomes of decentralization initiatives regarding forests in South Asia helps us answer the two questions this article addresses: What roles do local populations play in ensuring that property rights and decision making are actually devolved? And what types of property rights must be devolved to local populations for effective decentralization? The four comparative case studies we use are (1) the Forest Councils of Kumaon in India, (2) Joint Forest Management in India, (3) Community Forestry in Nepal, and (4) the Parks and People Program in Nepal. The four cases exemplify different origins of pressures for decentralization of forest governance, different property rights that central governments devolved, and different outcomes.

THE POLITICS OF DECENTRALIZATION

At its most basic, decentralization aims to achieve one of the central aspirations of just political governance: democratization, or the desire that humans should have a say in their own affairs. But decentralization is also synonymous with redistribution of power, resources, and administrative capacities through different territorial units of a government and across local groups. This, decentralization can be seen as a strategy of governance, prompted by external or domestic pressures to facilitate transfers of power closer to those who are most affected by the exercise of power. This understanding of decentralization implies that it is critical to identify the interests of the major actors involved in pursuing it. Among the most important actors who affect decentralization are international donors, local organizations, and NGOs, and factions within central governments. These three categories of actors are large aggregations, and their decentralization-related interests are likely to remain unpredictable without close attention to the context. This is especially true for central government actors. Consequently, the relationship between central and local governments can be ambiguous because local governments can be viewed by their superiors either as trusted agents or as contestants for power. To understand why a central government might initiate decentralization reforms and give up control over collective and operational choices in some instances and not in others, it is necessary to examine the political relationship between different local and central actors, the role of international donors and NGOs, and the ways in which decentralization reforms may serve the interests of these actors. An additional question that requires attention is, When is it likely that decentralization reforms will continue after initiation?

To explain why a central government may pursue decentralization and voluntarily give up some of its powers to less powerful local government actors, we suggest that central governments are best seen as congeries of actors who have different and perhaps conflicting objectives as they pursue a diversity of goals including power. Once the center is recognized as being potentially divided, decentralization can be hypothesized to take place when actors at the central level compete for power among themselves and find in decentralization a mechanism to enhance
their access to resources and power in comparison to other political actors at the central level. Such a conceptualization of decentralization is at one level merely a restatement of the tautology that actors undertake those actions that gain them the highest returns. But even this simple statement allows us to suggest that decentralization of power and decision making is likely when some central political actor(s) or a coalition of such actors find(s) that decentralization makes it possible to reduce costs (and/or improve revenues), deflect blame, or extend state reach further into social processes. Without such calculations on the part of some central actors and their support, meaningful decentralization is unlikely to be initiated. In this sense, policy choices about decentralization are no different from policy choices in other domains.

Even if there are effective coalitions in favor of decentralization, and programs are initiated to pursue decentralization, setbacks and retreat may be possible in the process of implementation. Once again, the support of some central state political actor may be essential, but for long-term success, it is as important to examine how local-level politics articulates with decentralization reforms. For effective implementation of decentralization programs that are initiated by central actors, our case studies suggest that local mobilization is critical. Because local political actors are less powerful than international donors or central government actors, their long-term interests are often ignored in decentralization initiatives unless they can form effective lobbying groups through networking or organization. The trick for advocates of decentralization, therefore, is to align the interests of powerful decision makers who make policy choices with organization and mobilization of local actors who can create additional pressures in favor of reforms. With such alignment, more thoroughgoing decentralization of powers and rights would become possible.8

PROPERTY RIGHTS AND DECENTRALIZATION

The multidimensionality of decentralization is reflected in the many terms that refer to it: for example, deconcentration, delegation, devolution, deregulation, privatization, and even denationalization.9 In the context of the management of natural resources, decentralization can be defined as any act by which a central government cedes rights of decision making over resources to actors and institutions at lower levels in a politico-administrative and territorial hierarchy.10 Usually, the means through which new actors and institutions come to gain new powers of decision making are different combinations of property rights.11 Property rights, themselves, can be defined as relationships among actors with respect to things such as natural resources.12 Property rights are always contestable. Contestation attenuates the capacity of right holders to exercise effectively the rights they hold.

Typically, successful decentralization of resource management results in the creation of new commons as central governments delegate rights and powers to
new actors who can make decisions about the disposition of these resources. The creation of new commons is an important development in natural resource policies worldwide. As governments formulate new rules, they allow district and other lower-level actors greater leeway in deciding the fate of locally situated resources. When decentralization is relatively far-reaching, as in the case of the Forest Councils of Kumaon, or to an extent, in the case of Nepal’s Community Forestry, even local residents in village communities and their representatives can gain new powers of decision making and new property rights over local forest resources. Because environmental policy decentralization in developing countries is ostensibly designed to manage resources better by granting rights to communities, the large body of literature on common property theory is especially useful to analyze the extent to which decentralization programs are successful.

Different types of property rights over resources—whether held juridically, exercised authoritatively, or both—can create varying consequences for use and management. Drawing from existing scholarship on the commons, we focus here on four types of property rights that are most relevant for the use of common-pool resources: withdrawal, management, exclusion, and alienation.

Withdrawal is the right to enter a defined physical area and obtain resource units or products of a resource system (e.g., cutting firewood or timber, harvesting mushrooms, diverting water).

Management is the right to regulate internal use patterns and transform the resource by making improvements (e.g., planting seedlings and thinning trees).

Exclusion is the right to determine who will have right of withdrawal and how that right may be transferred.

Alienation is the right to sell or lease withdrawal, management, and exclusion rights.

The above rights can be exercised at several distinct levels of analysis. The exercise of withdrawal rights corresponds to an operational level of analysis. Management, exclusion, and alienation rights, however, require that the right holders operate at a collective-choice level of analysis that affects future operational decisions. Furthermore, for communities to possess collective choice-making capabilities, some rules at a constitutional level (set locally or by a national government) must give them this authority. The analytical distinction between operational level rules, and collective and constitutional choice arenas should not create the impression that these correspond to three different formal levels of authority in a political or legislative system. A single political body can use operational rules, create them by deliberating at the collective choice level, and may have powers in the constitutional-choice arena as well. Conversely, a number of levels of authority may exist, corresponding perhaps to the village, district, province, and nation, where specific rules are created and powers are exercised. It is crucial to understand that for any resource, some rules affect day-to-day
use and consumption, others structure the creation of operational level rules, and still others at a higher constitutional level affect collective choices.

In a highly centralized regime, almost all authority for making constitutional, collective-choice, and operational-level rules is concentrated in a national government. Local officials and citizens are viewed as rule followers, not as rule makers. In regimes that have undergone forms of deconcentration, the authority to make rules at the three levels is still lodged in national government officials, even if government officials working in field offices are permitted some latitude in implementing rules. Forms of decentralization that go beyond deconcentration usually involve local populations and representatives in creating rules at multiple levels. Our four case studies illustrate what happens when central governments do not relinquish some powers of collective and constitutional level decision making to lower level actors in managing resources. In such cases, activities and outcomes related to forest management do not change.

Classes of Property-Rights Holders and Outcomes

In examining the set of property rights listed above—withdrawal, management, exclusion, and alienation—it is clear that forms of ownership do not hinge on a single type of property right. Private property is frequently defined as a well-defined right of alienation. Then the right to alienate is assumed to be necessary to promote efficient use of resources. It is also often assumed that property rights systems that include the right to alienation permit voluntary transfers of assets through market exchanges from lower valued to highest valued uses. In our analysis, we do not find alienation to be an essential right. We find it more useful to define four classes of property rights holders, as shown in Table 1.

Those who have the right to enter and to harvest some forms of products are “authorized users.” Operational rules (created in collective choice processes) determine whether there are constraints on the timing, technology and purpose of use, and quantity of resource units harvested. “Claimants” possess the operational rights of access and withdrawal plus a collective-choice right of management. The right to manage includes decisions concerning the construction and maintenance of facilities, the authority to devise limits on harvesting rights, and the ability to enforce limits. When local users are able to make their own rules concerning how to limit the timing, location, and technology of use, they can begin to devise rules that fit local circumstances.

A major problem in trying to devise management rules for an entire country from a central governmental office is that the characteristics of diverse ecological zones in a country can vary dramatically. The effectiveness of management depends on an enormous number and range of variables that centralized decision making simply cannot take into account. The importance of local knowledge has been ignored in much of the forest policy of developing countries. The scientific
forestry principles on which forestry policies are based are usually ineffective without local knowledge that can help identify the specific scientific findings that are relevant to a location or problem. Furthermore, when national bureaucracies are underpaid and understaffed, developing effective management plans for a large number of local forests becomes even more difficult. In many cases, therefore, the devotion to centrally designed, scientifically informed forest policy has meant open access to forests and degradation over time because local users do not have any powers or interest to devise rules that limit use or require monitoring.

“Proprietors” hold the same rights as claimants with the addition of the right to determine who may harvest from a resource. Most of the property systems that are called common property regimes involve participants who are proprietors and have three of the above rights but do not possess the right to sell their management and exclusion rights even though they most frequently have the right to bequeath it to members of their family.22 Empirical studies have repeatedly found that—contrary to the presumption that only those with full ownership rights can efficiently manage resources—the rights proprietors possess can be sufficient to make decisions that promote long-term investment and harvesting from a resource.23 Existing scholarship thus leads us to expect that decentralization programs empowering local users to be proprietors—even without the right to sell these rights to others—are likely to generate sufficient incentives to improve outcomes over time. Those who jointly hold proprietorship rights can manage a resource and also exclude those who are unwilling to contribute to the costs of management. A crucial problem to be solved, however, is how local users can gain sufficient confidence that the rights they begin to exercise after decentralization will not be taken away.24

“Owners” possess the right of alienation—the right to transfer a good in any way the owner wishes, but without harming the physical attributes or uses of other owners, and also all the rights held by a proprietor. An individual, a private corporation, a government, or a communal group may possess full ownership rights to any kind of good including a common-pool resource.25 The rights of owners, however, are never absolute. Even private owners have responsibilities not to generate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bundles of Rights Associated with Positions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Owner</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alienation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: Adapted from Ostrom and Schlager (1992, 252).*
particular kinds of harms for others. Some policy recommendations for complete decentralization advocate that local users be given full ownership rights. This would be the strongest form of decentralization because local users could then do anything they wanted with their forests, including selling all the timber or the land itself.

The foregoing discussion is by no means an advocacy of the position that only full ownership rights permit effective exploitation of resources. Nor are we suggesting that the likelihood of solving collective action problems related to resource management increases monotonically as users enjoy greater rights. Indeed, empirical studies have found that even proprietors have sufficient rights to make decisions that promote long-term investment and harvesting from a resource. Especially where common-pool resources are concerned, studies of inshore fisheries, self-organized irrigation systems, forest user groups, and groundwater institutions show that proprietors can develop strict boundary rules to exclude noncontributors, establish authority rules to allocate withdrawal rights, devise methods for monitoring conformance, and use graduated sanctions against those who do not conform to rules. The outcomes associated with the decentralization of different levels of property rights depend in significant measure on the certainty of users about their rights and the nature of governance arrangements to protect users’ rights.

Many decentralization proposals assign no more than the operational-level right of being authorized users to those whom the program is supposed to benefit. All other significant operational and collective choice rights continue to be held by government officials, with all the attendant uncertainties that their opaque decision-making processes can generate for users. Even when government officials work in a local office instead of the nation’s capital, they may not have a long-term interest in sustaining the resource. Obtaining at least some rights to continued use encourages local users to perceive long-term interests in a local resource. Yet, such limited property rights do not establish strong incentives for sustainable management. Without the collective choice right to manage a resource, local users cannot consider and decide on various ways of growing and planting seedlings, thinning noncommercial trees for use as firewood, restricting the grazing of cattle in a forest, and so on. Without the collective choice right to exclude others, local users will fear that any effort they make to limit harvesting will benefit others who can then assert a future right to harvest. The absence of constitutional choice rights means that existing rights of local users can be taken away by distant power-holders without consultation. Therefore, decentralization can be said to have occurred only when governments devolve property rights over resources that conform to the collective and constitutional choice levels. Simply granting rights to undertake operational level actions is insufficient to justify claims of decentralization.
Decentralization of forest resources around the world is occurring for the most part under the general rubric of community-based conservation, where communities and their representatives gain varying degrees of collective control over forests. At one end of the continuum, we can distinguish those circumstances whereby national governments relax control sufficiently to allow local users rights corresponding to those of the proprietor or the owner. At another end are initiatives that permit users greater rights of access and use (authorized user) but few claimant or proprietorial rights. In the middle would be a host of other situations in which local residents may be allowed some managerial or decision-making rights but in a highly attenuated fashion.

The following case studies illustrate different coalitions of actors involved in pressing for decentralization policies, variations in forms of decentralization, and differences in outcomes related to forest management. In Kumaon, India, villagers mobilized against the efforts of the British colonial state to appropriate forests and won significant property rights to become proprietors of large areas of forests through community based Forest Councils. The second study shows how, in the 1980s, the central Indian government and many provincial governments initiated a decentralization initiative known widely as the Joint Forest Management Program. Despite much wider reach, the institutional results of Joint Forest Management efforts have lagged far behind what a colonial government achieved (or was forced to undertake) in the 1920s and the 1930s in Kumaon. The third study examines how in Nepal’s Middle Hills, widespread devolution of forested areas in the 1990s under the Community Forestry program created thousands of active forest user groups. But in the Terai region of Nepal, where the government has sought to decentralize control over national parks and protected areas by involving residents in the Parks and People Program, the results have fallen far short of what might be called effective decentralization. The four case studies together illustrate the elements we have highlighted as necessary to analyze decentralization. Pressures for decentralization have varying levels of support from central government actors, local users, and international donors. The rights devolved to users range from those of an authorized user to a proprietor. The outcomes range from no change in use patterns and decision making to significant success at the local level. The cases provide an initial indication that decentralization is likely to be implemented more successfully when local users mobilize to support it and when they gain at least proprietorship rights.

Decentralization and Forests in Kumaon, India

The forest councils of Kumaon were created in 1931 through an act of decentralization by the British colonial state. They constitute perhaps the oldest surviv-
ing examples of formal collaboration between communities and the state to manage resources. Local collective action by villagers and bureaucratic politics within the state were critical in the formation of the forest councils.

Origins, Actors, and Their Interests

Between 1911 and 1917, the British colonial state transferred more than 3,000 sq. km of forests in Kumaon to the Imperial Forest Department (Kumaon Forest Grievances Committee [KFGC] 1921). The government had made a number of inroads between 1865 and 1910 to curtail progressively the area of forests that local communities used. Its incursions at the turn of the century, however, raised the special ire of villagers because the elaborate new rules specified strict limits on grazing rights, restricted use of non-timber forest products, prohibited the extension of cultivation, increased the labor extracted from the villagers, and augmented the number of forest guards. The new laws goaded villagers into widespread protest. The incessant, often violent, protests forced the government to appoint the KFGC to look into the local “disaffection.” Comprising government officials and local political leaders, the KFGC examined more than 5,000 witnesses from all parts of Kumaon. It used the resulting evidence to make two major recommendations: (1) dereserve the larger part of the newly created Reserved Forests and (2) lay the foundations for establishing community forests that would be managed under a broad set of rules framed by the government but for which villagers themselves would craft the specific rules for everyday use.

The government took both recommendations seriously. At first, it reclassified Reserved Forests that had been taken over by the Forest Department between 1911 and 1917 into Class I and Class II forests. Class I Reserved Forests, about half of the total, were all transferred to the Revenue Department and, in time, could come to be controlled by villagers. Class II Reserved Forests remained with the Forest Department. The government also passed the Forest Council Rules of 1931, permitting village residents to create forest councils and to bring under their own control forest lands that had been transferred to the Revenue Department as Class I Reserved Forests and Civil Forests.

The division of forests into two categories—Class I/Civil Forests under the control of the Revenue Department and Class II Forests under the control of the Forest Department—resulted in part from the interdepartmental rivalry that was sparked into being by the creation of the Kumaon Forest Department in 1868, and by the passing of a huge swath of territory under its control in the name of the protection of forests. The increasing revenues from timber auctions soon rivaled and outgrew the tax revenues from land. The transfer of all the Class I forests to the Revenue Department was the outcome of a bureaucratic struggle. Protests by villagers for greater access to and use of their forests fed into this struggle. Villager protests helped the case for the transfer of a significant proportion of territory
back to the Revenue Department, and from the Revenue Department to villagers in the form of forests managed by village level councils.

Degree of Decentralization of Property Rights

Nearly 3,000 forest councils today formally manage and control about a quarter of the forests in the three districts of Kumaon: Nainital, Almora, and Pithoragarh. The Forest Council Rules of 1931, as amended in 1976, specify state-defined limits to local autonomy. Villagers cannot clear fell the forest or impose fines beyond a specified amount. They can raise revenues only through certain limited sources, and they must take recourse to established legal procedures to resolve conflicts. Conflicts over interpretation and application of rules are resolved by district and provincial level revenue or judicial authorities. Collectively, the Forest Council Rules constitute more a framework for the management of forests than a defining straitjacket. Rural residents, through their elected forest councils, possess substantial powers to create concrete restrictions to prevent certain types of forest use and facilitate others. Villagers vote to elect between five and nine council members and the council leader. Councils in many of the villages meet frequently. Their members discuss, craft, and modify specific rules that govern withdrawal of forest products and create monitoring and sanctioning mechanisms in an effort to enforce the Forest Council Rules as well as locally specific rules crafted by councils. Councils select guards, fine rule-breakers, manage finances, and maintain records of their meetings, accounts, and local rule infractions. In many cases, households contribute in cash or kind to pay the council-appointed guards.

The Forest Council Rules also provide support to the councils from the Revenue and the Forest Departments to facilitate rule enforcement and the maintenance of vegetation in the forests. Elections to the forest council are held under the supervision of the forest council inspector, an employee of the Revenue Department. The council is expected to keep records of meetings and maintain accounts. Whereas Revenue Department officials underwrite the enforcement of rules, the Forest Department coordinates the commercial harvest of forest products from community forests and provides technical assistance to develop them. Before the council can sell any of its timber or resin, it must seek approval from the relevant authorities in the Forest Department. Like the interactions with the Revenue Department officials, these can take a long time because of other duties that receive greater priority.

The above description of the rights to forest management in Kumaon shows that the rural residents of Kumaon not only have the rights to access and use local forests but also can exercise claimant and proprietor rights. The forest councils’ ability to harvest firewood for commercial purposes and their access to markets for timber are mediated by the Forest Department. But otherwise, the councils control the use of their forests to a large degree.
Outcomes

Existing studies of forest councils’ effectiveness in protecting forests show the importance of managerial responsibilities related to exclusion, monitoring, and enforcement.31 The forest councils can be seen as locally situated partners in the management of forests, subordinate to the employees of the Forest and the Revenue Departments but with substantial control over local management. Their asymmetric relations with government officials cast the officials into the role of arbiters in case of disputes between villagers and forest council officeholders. Forest users can also question the authority of the councils implicitly by not limiting their harvests of forest resources. They also do so more explicitly by contesting the fines imposed by the councils. In each of these situations, the councils need to invoke the cooperation of government officials, demonstrating their links to the state, their weaker position in this managerial relationship, and their relative autonomy in everyday management.

The condition of vegetation on many council-managed forests compares favorably with the best Reserved Forests in the hills that are under the control of the Forest Department.32 A survey of more than 300 councils in the early 1990s showed that nearly half of the councils had forests that they rated as being in good to very good condition.33 Such conservation of forests, under conditions of acute scarcity, is especially impressive because council-managed forests supply villagers with anywhere between 25 to 50 percent of their requirements of fodder, firewood, and construction timber, a level that is far higher than what villagers get from Reserved Forests.34 Villagers’ lives would be far closer to subsistence levels were they to be denied access to their forests, as was so graphically demonstrated at the beginning of the previous century. The council-managed forests are in far better condition than those managed by the Revenue Department. Overall, the experiment to decentralize forest management in Kumaon seems to have been a significant success.

Joint Forest Management in India

Since the founding of the Forest Department in several states of India in the 1860s and the passage of the Indian Forest Acts in 1878, the Indian state has attempted to define and allocate property rights over forests ever more precisely. The goal of more precise definition has been the generation of higher revenues by asserting and implementing higher levels of control over valuable timber resources. Where attempts to control forests have led to social unrest or protests, however, the Indian state has also shown itself capable of retreating and sharing benefits with new claimants. The forest councils in Kumaon, described above, are a well-researched example, but other instances are available from Bengal, Madhya Pradesh, and Gujarat.35
Origins, Actors, and Their Interests

Joint Forest Management, with its objective of better management of forests through cooperation between the Forest Department and village communities, marks an important shift in the strategy of environmental conservation in India. The impetus for a nationwide program that could lead to an altered relationship between the state and village residents has come from several sources. Among these are a sustained critique of national forest policy by environmentalists, examples of successful community-based forest management in the states of West Bengal and Orissa, the increasing difficulty that the Forest Department faced in enforcing coercive forest conservation, efforts of many NGOs and social movement actors to influence government policy toward greater participation, and pressures and monetary inducements from multilateral and bilateral donors like the Ford Foundation, Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA), and the World Bank. One of the main reasons why the Indian central government has been willing to accept communities into the management process has been the limited success of the Forest Department in protecting forests under its control. For example, in the early 1980s, satellite pictures of vegetation cover revealed that although the forest department controlled about 25 percent of India’s land, only about 11 percent had significant cover. The different state governments have had other reasons as well, among them, substantial aid from donors for community-based conservation.

The National Forest Policy of 1988, government orders by many states, and the Government of India policy instructions of 1990 are the formal instruments that have launched Joint Forest Management. By 2000, 25 of 28 Indian states had passed resolutions to encourage the setting of village-level forest protection committees.

Degree of Decentralization of Property Rights

The primary mechanisms of decentralization are village-level Forest Protection Committees. They can either be constituted afresh, or Forest Department officials can register existing committees that predate Joint Forest Management. Officials are also empowered to dissolve the committees. Because of the substantial powers forest officials have in forming, registering, and dissolving local committees, many villagers perceive the process to be arbitrary and biased. Some communities that organized informally to protect local forests have resisted joining the Joint Forest Management Program because they fear that the standardized approach of Joint Forest Management will not allow them to continue using rules that they found to be successful in their efforts to protect local forests.

Members of forest committees gain nontimber forest products from their village forests and a share of the proceeds from the sale of timber once forests have matured. Villagers do not have the right to harvest timber products by themselves,
unless the wood is dry or has fallen to the ground. In some cases, their share of the proceeds from timber harvests is limited and has been reduced after successful protection. The degree to which villagers can frame their own rules of use and management is significantly shaped by Forest Department officials, and interventions in day-to-day management of village forests are common. Villagers have the responsibility to protect trees and vegetation and the ability to allocate nontimber benefits within the community. But where more significant issues are at stake—such as transfer of power to villagers, formation of forest protection committees, share in timber sales, or negotiation of rule changes—villagers are highly constrained in their ability to act.

Outcomes

There are no comprehensive assessments of the results of Joint Forest Management across Indian forests. According to some recent estimates, nearly 53,000 forest protection committees in India cover approximately 18 percent of the total forest area. Overall, the condition of Indian forests has improved in the past decade, despite significant population growth, but it is difficult to say how much, if any, of the improvement is a result of the Joint Forest Management initiative. The effects of Joint Forest Management on villager livelihoods is clearer, despite remarkable variations in the available figures. Joint Forest Management has provided millions of villagers more legitimate access to important livelihood resources and has given them a stake in environmental conservation. Significant and well-founded criticisms of Joint Forest Management point to the limited share of rural households in proceeds from sales of forest timber, but even critical evaluations of Joint Forest Management concede that rural residents have gained economically from participating in Joint Forest Management programs. Thus, at least at the local level, rural poor have benefited from a relaxation of state control over forest resources.

Increased access to nontimber resources has occurred in tandem with continuing efforts by the Forest Department to control silvicultural aspects of forestry and commercial revenues from sale of timber. Within communities, participation and allocation of benefits vary greatly by caste, gender, class, and occupation. For example, because of membership rules that specify a single member from a household to the forest protection committee, women often have little say in the limited rights of management that villagers exercise. Finally, an accurate assessment of the program is difficult because of conflicting objectives of foresters who most often see it as a means to protect forests and of villagers who view it as a solution to problems of shortage of firewood and fodder or as a way to improve income.

Community Forestry in Nepal

Perhaps the first systematic effort to centralize forest management in Nepal took place in 1957 when the government nationalized all forests. This assertion of
control was cemented through a series of measures between 1961 and 1970 when
the state tried to curtail even the use rights of rural residents in forests. In the
absence of effective monitoring and enforcement systems, however, the new laws
had perverse effects. They undermined existing local systems of management and
led to widespread deforestation as people came to view forests as state property.46
The overwhelming evidence on deforestation showed that the existing policy
needed rethinking.

Origins, Actors, and Their Interests

Today Nepal is often seen as a leader among developing countries in setting
conservation goals and priorities and in creating progressive programs and legis-
lation related to resource management and conservation.47 New steps toward
decentralization of forest control began in the late 1970s. The precursors of cur-
current community forestry legislation were the Panchayat Forest Rules of 1978 and
the Community Forestry program of 1980. The limited conservation objectives of
these initiatives were revised when the government realized that deforestation
was approaching epidemic proportions. The pace of reforms accelerated with the
widespread movement for democratization and the restoration of democracy after
1990. The current framework for community forestry legislation is represented by
the Master Plan for the Forestry Sector in 1989, the Forest Act in 1993, and new
Forest Regulations of 1995. Under the impact of these new pieces of legislation,
the area of forests managed by local user groups and the number of these groups
have increased exponentially.

Degree of Decentralization of Property Rights

The major objectives of the new legislation are to provide forests to willing
community groups, especially in the hill areas, and establish and promote com-
munity plantations in open and degraded areas. Community user group members
are identified by the District Forest Officers. These user groups then prepare their
own constitutions that govern day-to-day functioning and management. Follow-
ing the demarcation of a forested area that can be handed over to a community, a
five-year operational plan is prepared for the forest. User groups frequently play a
direct role in preparing and implementing the plan.48 The District Forest Officer
can hand over any part of a national forest to a user group in the form of a com-
community forest, entitling it to develop, conserve, use, and manage the forest, and to
sell and distribute forest products by independently fixing the price in the market.
User groups can thus legally use their forests for subsistence, cultivating
nontimber forest products, growing trees, and harvesting forest products for com-
mercial processing and sale. Users are not permitted to clear the forest for agricul-
tural purposes. But control over commercial profits from sale of timber products
is already a major departure from forestry policies around the world.
Executive committees of ten to fifteen members are elected by the general membership of the forest user groups. They undertake most of the everyday tasks associated with the management of the community forest. These tasks include protection of the forest (either directly or by a guard the committees appoint), allocation of benefits from the forest, steps to improve the condition of vegetation cover, and sanctioning rule breakers. Rural residents in many areas have begun to generate substantial benefits from their community forests, including cash revenues. Revenues are not taxed, but user groups are required to spend 25 percent of all cash income on collective development activities.\textsuperscript{49}

Outcomes

By 1999, the new legislation had led to the formation of 8,500 community forest user groups comprising nearly a million households. These user groups were managing more than 6,200 sq. km of forests. This is about 10 percent of the total forest area of Nepal. Unofficial estimates of these numbers are even higher. New user groups are being formed at the rate of nearly 2,000 a year, and they are now active in seventy-four of seventy-five districts in Nepal. In some areas of Nepal hills, a slow reversal of earlier deforestation can also be witnessed.\textsuperscript{50}

The nature of property rights that community forest user groups have received places them in the category of proprietors. They are able to use all the products from their forests, buy and sell in markets, manage how the forest is to be used, and finally, create collective choice level rules that affect the nature of management. At least in the Middle Himalaya in Nepal, where the Community Forestry initiative is the most widespread, rural households have registered significant increases in their reliance on local forests. But a potential problem is the question of succession. At present, most groups, mainly because they have been formed relatively recently, have the same leaders that were selected at the time of their creation. But as the groups grow older, issues of who will lead the group and how transitions will occur will become increasingly important.

An important development in Nepal’s community forestry is the emergence of a nationwide federation of community user groups (Federation of Community Forestry Users of Nepal, or FECOFUN), which seeks to lobby the government on behalf of its members and to disseminate information about community forestry more widely.\textsuperscript{51} It has already led active protests against government signals that users’ rights to commercial profits from forests may not be available in the Terai region of Nepal (because Terai forests are commercially more valuable). Indeed, efforts by the government to limit commercial use of community forest products to only the hill regions of Nepal signify the limits of the willingness of forest departments to devolve control. They also demonstrate that in the absence of influence over constitutional level rights, the property rights of local users can be limited quite easily.
The Parks and People Program in Nepal’s Terai

Decentralization of forest rights in Nepal’s Terai, especially in the buffer zone of the national parks, is a somewhat different story in comparison to Community Forestry. Beginning in the 1960s with the protection of wildlife in royal hunting reserves, Nepal has created an extensive network of fifteen national parks, wildlife areas, hunting reserves, and conservation areas that cover nearly 15 percent of the country’s total area. Of this network of protected areas, five are in the Terai. These five protected areas face the greatest problems related to conservation because each of them is in close proximity to significant human populations.

Origins, Actors, and Their Interests

Nepal’s Department of National Parks and Wildlife Conservation came into being in 1980, with authority to administer the protected areas system in Nepal. It is part of the Ministry of Forestry, along with the Department of Forestry. The Parks and People Program was established after negotiations among officials in the Ministry of Forestry and the United Nations Development Program (UNDP). The area covered by the Program is the buffer zone of the five National Parks and Wildlife Reserves in Nepal’s Terai, and comprises nearly 2,000 sq. km with a population of more than 600,000 people. An important factor in the launching of the Program is support from the UNDP. Local residents were unhappy with the coercive forms of protection that were used for conservation of wildlife and forest resources in the protected areas. But there have been no systematic efforts at collective protests nor any attempts to pressure the government into changing its protected area-related policies.

Degree of Decentralization of Property Rights

To address the human-nature conflicts in relation to protected areas, the Parks and People Program aims at three objectives: attempts to develop alternatives to the use of park resources for neighboring households, seeks to devise compensation mechanisms for local communities in exchange for their exclusion from resources upon which they relied prior to the formation of the protected area in question, and tries to create incentives for local populations to change their actions in the protected areas. Development of buffer zones that “separate a protected area from direct human or other pressures and provide valued benefits to neighboring rural communities” is a key element of the conservation strategy in the Parks and People Program.

Parks and People authorities have attempted to create user groups in all the buffer zones of the protected areas. The Warden of a protected area and other officials in the Parks and People Program can constitute user groups in the buffer zone to coordinate the management of fallen trees, firewood, fodder, and other grasses. Members of the user groups can use some forest resources in the buffer zone for
subsistence and commercial benefits. For specified times during the year, buffer zone residents are permitted to enter the protected area itself and to harvest products such as thatch grass and firewood and, in some cases, to graze their animals. Typically, the period for which they can harvest thatch grass, used for roofing, varies between ten and fifteen days in a year. Rules about harvesting firewood and grazing animals are strict.

Of the total income earned through sales of forest products, 30 to 50 percent can be used for community development in consultation with local agencies and community members. Parks and People Program officials had created approximately 400 community user groups in the buffer zones of the protected areas by the end of 1999. Although these groups have limited rights of access and use in the forests, they have little control over how forest resources in the protected area are allocated. Most rules continue to be crafted by protected area officials without the involvement of local residents. Thus, villagers in the buffer zone do not possess any rights of collective or constitutional choice to create rules at the operational level, nor are they involved in the enforcement of rules.

Outcomes

The most visible outcome of the Parks and People Program has been an increase in the types and density of authorities that try to affect how users living in the buffer zone will live their lives. More forest department officials, development offices, projects, and formal user groups are now present and interact with each other more often. The politics and procedures that have produced these changes have primarily been born within the offices of the Nepali government, and foreign aid agency programs, rather than being prompted by local demands. Government and park officials and aid agency personnel have counted local interactions with residents living near protected areas as relevant mainly because they believe that consumption pressures generated by the poor have the potential to adversely affect protection of natural resources. As a result, the focus in this decentralization effort has been on strategies that would shift consumption pressures away from the protected areas. Officials have paid less attention to involving residents in the management of the protected areas, let alone transferring property rights corresponding to those of proprietors or owners.

Decentralization through the Parks and People Program has mainly affected users at the operational level. They can now enter the parks and use some park resources such as fodder legally for a few weeks during the year. But they have little influence on management or conservation outcomes. Conflicts between residents and Park officials occur regularly and are unlikely to diminish without substantial change in existing institutional arrangements or reallocation of the property rights that residents currently exercise. Although buffer zone residents have now become authorized entrants and users from being illegal users, the actual effect of the Parks and People Program on rural livelihoods has been lim-
Compared Decentralization of Forest Use in India and Nepal. The nature of decentralization varies greatly in the four cases in terms of origins, actors involved, the extent to which subnational actors have come to exercise new property rights, and outcomes related to forests. Overall, the greatest levels of decentralization seem to have occurred in Kumaon. The Community Forestry program in Nepal is relatively recent in origin, but the formal aspects of the program—and many of the effective examples of its operation—involves substantial levels of decentralization. The Parks and People Program in Nepal, despite claiming participatory decentralization, has devolved such limited property rights that it can scarcely be classified as a case of decentralization. Joint Forest Management in India is spread over the largest area of the four cases and has highly variable outcomes, but overall, the Forest Department continues to exercise significant managerial control over local actors. Unlike the case of Community Forestry in Nepal, participants in Joint Forest Management have little control over how commercial forest products such as timber will be sold or how the proceeds will be allocated. We can infer that the decentralization of property rights in this case falls somewhere between the case of Community Forestry in Nepal and of the Parks and People Program in Nepal’s Terai. Table 2 summarizes the discussion of the four cases and highlights their differences.

The extent of decentralization in these four cases is closely tied to their origins. High levels of local collective mobilization meshed with interdepartmental rivalries within the British colonial state to facilitate the birth of the forest councils in Kumaon. Protests by hill residents helped the Revenue Department gain control over a significant proportion of forestland. By creating new officials to supervise the forest councils, the Revenue Department also gained a measure of control over local activities. In the case of community forestry in Nepal and Joint Forest Management in India, there were no significant local pressures for decentralization, but effective national lobbying groups existed. Furthermore, the existing government policy generated clear evidence that the Forest Department had to change its orientation drastically if environmental conservation was to be successful. In Nepal’s Terai, government officials were able to launch the Parks and People Pro-
Table 2
Comparing Decentralization of Forest Control in India and Nepal

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axes of Comparison</th>
<th>Forest Councils, Kumaon</th>
<th>Joint Forest Management</th>
<th>Community Forestry, Nepal</th>
<th>Parks and People Program, Nepal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature of macrolevel politics around decentralization</td>
<td>No donor pressures; high interest among state actors in decentralization</td>
<td>High donor pressures; some interest in decentralization among state actors</td>
<td>High donor pressures; some interest in decentralization among state actors</td>
<td>High donor pressure to create the program; no interdepartmental rivalries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nature of local level collective action and its relationship with macrolevel politics</td>
<td>High levels of local mobilization; resonates with Land Revenue Department actors in government</td>
<td>Donor pressures match some interests of state government; low levels of local collective action match the interest of some central government actors</td>
<td>Donor pressures and limited collective action locally matches some central government interests; emergence of new factions against decentralization</td>
<td>No collective action at local level; little connection with higher levels of politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property rights</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights to withdrawal</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, some limits</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, some limits</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, but future uncertain</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, very limited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights to manage</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, some limits; limited supervision by Forest Department</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, significant limits in practice; active Forest Department intervention</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, some limits</td>
<td>Not available to local groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights to exclude</td>
<td>Granted to local groups</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, some limits</td>
<td>Granted to local groups, some limits</td>
<td>Not available to local groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rights to transfer</td>
<td>Not available to local groups</td>
<td>Limited rights granted to local groups</td>
<td>Limited rights granted to local groups</td>
<td>Not available to local groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcomes</td>
<td>High levels of decentralization and participation</td>
<td>Middling levels of decentralization and participation</td>
<td>High levels of decentralization and participation</td>
<td>Almost no decentralization; limited participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation and decentralization</td>
<td>Decentralization limits resource use and improves resource condition</td>
<td>Decentralization limits resource use and improves resource condition in some cases</td>
<td>Decentralization limits resource use and improves resource condition in some cases</td>
<td>Institutionalization is limited, and local use patterns remain same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource use patterns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


gram in the name of decentralization. The chief motivation behind this program, however, seems to be that funds were available from an international donor. Local protests or evidence of drastic failure had little role in the initiation of the program.

The counterintuitive comparative lesson from the four case studies about the origins of decentralization seems to be that local demands are not critical in the launching of a decentralization initiative. Such demands were present only in Kumaon, but decentralization programs were initiated in all the cases. Continued local pressures and lobbying from actors outside the state machinery, however, seem to be very important if decentralization of property rights is to continue and be effective over time. The one case in which local demands for decentralization are virtually absent—the Parks and People Program in Nepal’s Terai—is also the case in which local users have found their status as resource users to have changed the least. The absence of initial and continuing demands for more control over resources and the lack of government officials who would gain from greater decentralization of control has meant that powerful officials have found it easy not to give up managerial control over resources in protected areas.

It is also not surprising that Kumaon villagers and members of community forestry user groups in Nepal have gained significantly wider latitude in the property rights they exercise over forests in comparison to the rights exercised by villagers in the buffer zones of Nepal’s Terai. In Kumaon, villagers have clear rights to access and use forest products and almost complete control over management of their forests. The state has placed some limits on managerial discretion, such as prohibiting clear felling or requiring the involvement of the Forest Department in commercial sales, but in daily management, villagers have a free hand. They are entitled to exclude others from their forests and can even buy, sell, and bequeath to others the use and access rights they hold. In addition, the presence of government officials such as the forest council inspector, and the numerous other existing officials to whom they can appeal, also helps in the effective implementation of their rights over forests.55

The Community Forestry initiative in Nepal formally grants to villagers even more far-reaching property rights. In addition to all the rights that forest councils of Kumaon enjoy, Nepalese villagers can also buy and sell timber and retain the revenues for themselves. They are not required to involve the Forest Department or any other government officials in market transactions. But the initiative suffers from two limitations. Existing rules are unclear about selection of local leadership and succession. Over time, existing leaders can entrench their positions. Two, forest policies can change in Nepal without much notice because the government has not devolved constitutional level rights. Thus, a recent announcement that taxes will be imposed on revenue from forest products has raised genuine concerns about the nature of decentralization that Community Forestry embodies.
Joint Forest Management in India grants to villagers the property rights of access and use, and management, but in actual functioning of the forest protection committees, Forest Department officials intervene pervasively. In addition, no security of tenure exists for the committees since they must be registered by Forest Department officials who also possess the power to dissolve a committee. Because of these limitations, the degree of decentralization of property rights in Joint Forest Management conforms only to that of claimants.

User groups in the buffer zones of the protected areas in Nepal can only claim to have somewhat attenuated use and access rights. They have almost no managerial discretion and few powers of exclusion or alienation. Collective and constitutional choice authority has been retained by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife and the Parks and People Program officials.

The differing levels of decentralization in the four cases have had clear results in terms of the ability of local residents to use and manage local resources. Members of the Kumaon forest councils in Kumaon and Community Forestry user groups in Nepal have witnessed the greatest change in their ability to use and manage forest resources. Like them, villagers who participate in Joint Forest Management can also manage their forests, exclude other users, and determine how their forests will be used. But the Joint Forest Management initiative gives rural residents fewer rights over the commercial exploitation of forests in comparison to Forest Council Rules or the Community Forestry Program in Nepal.

The evidence on outcomes related to changes in forest conditions is preliminary. But the existing evidence suggests that the cases in which there has been more effective decentralization of property rights are also the ones in which forest conditions have improved more. Recall that in Kumaon, the Forest Department had kept the best land to itself as Class II forests. It transferred only the somewhat more fragmented and often more degraded patches of forests to the Revenue Department for eventual management by forest councils. Yet, today, the condition of forests on land held by the forest councils compares favorably with that of Forest Department–managed lands. In the Nepal hills, where only two decades ago many scholars were raising an alarm about the degradation of forests, improvement in the condition of vegetation is already apparent. The Parks and People Program has been in existence only for five years, and therefore, it is harder to judge whether it has made a significant difference in forest cover. In the case of Joint Forest Management, although there have been significant improvements in some areas, the sheer scale of the initiative makes it harder to make general statements about its vegetation-related outcomes in the absence of systematic large scale studies.

The exercise of property rights that resource users have come to hold depends, in significant measure, on the larger context of governance arrangements within which their rights are located. Thus, governments can easily launch decentralization initiatives that promise to give users wide latitude in using and managing
resources. On the other hand, the same governments can pull the teeth of these initiatives by not providing administrative and enforcement support that users need to exercise rights effectively. For example, users may have the de jure right to protect forests. These rights would have no meaning, however, if the users are poor, have no resources to hire guards, have no authority to raise revenues by selling forest products, and existing mechanisms to resolve disputes are expensive and cumbersome. These conditions are all present in the Parks and People Program. By contrast, the Kumaon forest councils also face the problem of a cumbersome legal system but can raise revenues locally and can appeal to forest council inspectors and officers that the colonial state appointed specifically to supervise the working of the councils. In the case of the Community Forestry Program in Nepal, and the Joint Forest Management initiative, Forest Department officials are supposed to help local forestry organizations when problems arise. Such help is especially crucial when conflicts arise between groups. But in neither case do the existing policies make provisions for how intergroup disputes at various levels are to be addressed. The effectiveness with which local organizations exercise their property rights depends then on how much support they receive from forestry officials empowered to interpret and enforce their rights.

CONCLUSION

This article began by posing two questions: What role do local populations play in ensuring devolution of different categories of property rights? and What types of property rights must be devolved to local populations for effective decentralization?

The evidence we have on the first question is somewhat mixed. In one of our cases—forest councils of Kumaon—the effective mobilization of local actors was instrumental in the initiation of decentralization. In the case of the Parks and People Program, there were no local demands, and there was no effective decentralization. But in the other two cases—Community Forestry in Nepal and Joint Forest Management in India—we witness significant decentralization without local actors mounting a widespread social movement or nationwide agitation. We must conclude that active participation of local actors is not a prerequisite for decentralization programs to be launched. However, local groups do actively have to pursue opportunities opened up by decentralization reforms, or else they are likely to find that decentralization has been retracted (as in the case of Community Forestry in Nepal) or discover that their rights are greatly limited by active interventions of more powerful officials (as in the case of Joint Forest Management). It is noteworthy that in the case of the Parks and People Program, pressures for decentralization were generated from outside the government, through the intervention of an international donor agency. In the case of both Joint Forest Management in India and Community Forestry in Nepal, there were sufficient numbers of actors within
the government who were active in pursuing decentralization, even if no clear pressures from local populations were visible. In both cases, international NGOs have also provided extensive financial assistance for decentralization of forest management.

However, it is a different story when we come to maintenance of decentralized property regimes. For continued existence of decentralized control over resources, active participation of local actors seems to be quite necessary. Nepal’s Community Forestry Program has seen the emergence of a national-level networking organization, FECOFUN, that is prepared to voice protests against efforts of the Ministry of Forestry to limit the territorial expansion of existing decentralization reforms. Neither the forest councils of Kumaon nor the protection committees formed via the efforts of Joint Forest Management in India have found a similar organization or representation. The emergence of such macrolevel networks and organizations is likely crucial to ensure that decentralization processes, once initiated, are not retracted.

The evidence on the second question is more conclusive. The case studies confirm that it is necessary for local users and their representative institutions to possess property rights that transform them into claimants and proprietors to achieve effective decentralization. The delegation of only the operational-level rights of access and use of forests and forest products does not produce much change in either the condition of vegetation or the relationships between state and community actors. The decentralization of control over forests in Kumaon has meant that local residents in the region have come to interact in very different ways with local and government officials as compared to the past. There is significant enforcement of locally crafted rules. Variations in the conditions of forests are primarily a result of microlevel differences in institutional and bio-physical factors. A similar story can also be told for Nepal’s Community Forestry Program. As rural residents have begun to manage their forests actively, the nature of their relationships with government officials has changed. In the case of Joint Forest Management, the results are sufficiently variable that a blanket assertion of improvement would be hasty at best. In Nepal’s Terai, villager participation in the Parks and People Program, and their ability to make decisions about the use and management of forests, are overshadowed by state officials.

The findings of our empirical study, thus, match the theoretical expectation that when local users do not exercise significant control over collective and constitutional-level choices related to rule design, management, and enforcement, the impact of decentralization is limited. To create an impact, governments need to allow local users and their representatives at least the rights to manage resources and make decisions about resource use and exclusion. At the same time, effective implementation of decentralization reforms and enforcement of local property rights depend, at least in part, on the governance arrangements within which specific decentralization reforms are located. The effective enforcement of decentral-
ization in Kumaon is attributable in no small measure to the ability of forest council members to appeal to Revenue and Forest Department officials when conflicts arise. Such appeals for help and avenues of enforcement are not available to users living in the buffer zone of protected areas in Nepal’s Terai. It is worth pointing out in passing that the conclusions of our comparative analysis do not change if we restrain analytical focus to a single country. The findings of the study may, therefore, be more widely applicable in other South Asian countries as well.

To conclude, decentralization reforms imply changes in property rights over resources that gain local users’ rights and capacities to make operational rules. As important, decentralization initiatives should allow users to make collective and constitutional choices. Successful decentralization initiatives related to forests are difficult to accomplish without the existence of state actors who see some of their interests being fulfilled by decentralization processes. Furthermore, the likelihood of success is enhanced by promoting the conditions that generate self-organization among local groups. As the examples of the Kumaon forest councils and Community Forestry in Nepal make clear, only with some level of organization and pressure from local groups are decentralization processes likely to move beyond the control of elite actors.
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